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Flying couplers above spinning resonators generate 
irreversible refraction
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Creating optical components that allow light to propagate in only 
one direction—that is, that allow non-reciprocal propagation 
or ‘isolation’ of light—is important for a range of applications. 
Non-reciprocal propagation of sound can be achieved simply by 
using mechanical components that spin1,2. Spinning also affects 
de Broglie waves3, so a similar idea could be applied in optics. 
However, the extreme rotation rates that would be required, owing 
to light travelling much faster than sound, lead to unwanted 
wobbling. This wobbling makes it difficult to maintain the 
separation between the spinning devices and the couplers to 
within tolerance ranges of several nanometres, which is essential 
for critical coupling4,5. Consequently, previous applications of 
optical6–17 and optomechanical10,17–20 isolation have used alternative 
methods. In hard-drive technology, the magnetic read heads of a 
hard-disk drive fly aerodynamically above the rapidly rotating 
disk with nanometre precision, separated by a thin film of air 
with near-zero drag that acts as a lubrication layer21. Inspired by 
this, here we report the fabrication of photonic couplers (tapered 
fibres that couple light into the resonators) that similarly fly above 
spherical resonators with a separation of only a few nanometres. 
The resonators spin fast enough to split their counter-circulating 
optical modes, making the fibre coupler transparent from one side 
while simultaneously opaque from the other—that is, generating 
irreversible transmission. Our setup provides 99.6 per cent isolation 
of light in standard telecommunication fibres, of the type used for 
fibre-based quantum interconnects22. Unlike flat geometries, such as 
between a magnetic head and spinning disk, the saddle-like, convex 
geometry of the fibre and sphere in our setup makes it relatively easy 
to bring the two closer together, which could enable surface-science 
studies at nanometre-scale separations.

The real part of the refractive index of a material describes the speed 
of light in that material on the basis of linear light–matter interaction. 
An irreversible refractive index23 was originally demonstrated by  
Fizeau in flowing water, in an experiment of paramount importance 
for the development of special relativity. Such an irreversible index has 
generally been considered in photonics only when the entire apparatus, 
including its detector and emitter, is moving (such as in gyroscopes). 
Controlling photonic structures in such a way that they exhibit an irre-
versible index is challenging, as is controlling rapidly moving dielectrics 
while self-positioning them with nanometre precision. Therefore, cur-
rent photonic technology and fundamental studies that involve light 
generally use stationary, non-self-positioned dielectrics and rely on a 
reversible index that treats counter-propagating light equally. Here we 
report a photonic device containing a dielectric material that moves 
sufficiently fast, while its position is self-adjusted finely enough, 
to achieve an irreversible index, which either passes or blocks light 
depending on the direction it comes from.

We fabricate a spherical resonator by melting the end of a sili-
ca-glass cylinder, flame-polishing it and then mounting the res-
onator on a turbine (Fig. 1d, Methods). In our experimental setup 

(Fig. 1), this rotating silica sphere, which is resonant when its cir-
cumference corresponds to an integer number of optical wavelengths, 
is positioned near a tapered region of a standard single-mode tele-
communications fibre. This tapered region is used to coupling light 
evanescently4,5 into the rotating resonator. In the same manner, light 
is coupled out through the other side of the fibre via the same coupler. 
Each side of the fibre thus serves simultaneously as both an input port 
and an output port. Depending on the input port, light is coupled to 
circulate in the sphere in either the clockwise or the anticlockwise 
direction. Because of the Fizeau drag, the refractive index that light 
experiences in the spinning dielectric sphere is different in these 
counter-circulating directions. As a result, light entering from one 
side of the fibre is on resonance and is critically absorbed4,5, whereas 
light entering from the other side is off resonance and so is almost 
100% transmitted.

Central to the realization of such an irreversible index are the aer-
odynamic processes at play when the nanoscale fibre is only a small 
distance above the rapidly spinning spherical resonator. Numerical cal-
culations (Methods; Fig. 2d) demonstrate that, for a sphere spinning 
at an angular velocity Ω, a boundary layer of air forms that is dragged 
past the stationary taper. By dragging the air into the region between 
the taper and the sphere, the moving sphere causes the taper to fly at 
a height h above the sphere, owing to the air pressure on the surface 
of the taper that faces the sphere (the ‘air bearing’ surface). If any per-
turbation causes the taper to rise higher than this stable-equilibrium 
height, it floats back to its original position; we refer to this behaviour 
as ‘self-adjustment’.

As shown in Methods, the tension of the taper, T, can be estimated 
analytically from

∫μ Ω= . − − +/ − /T R h r x r x6 19 ( ) d (1)
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where μ is the viscosity of air, r is the radius of the taper and R is the 
radius of the sphere. When operating at tensions near 3 GPa24, we find 
h = 320 nm and h = 38.2 nm for the cases shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respec-
tively. The self-adjustment of the taper separation from the rotating 
sphere enables critical coupling4,5 of light into the sphere, whereby 
counter-circulating light experiences optical drag identical in size, but 
opposite in sign.

To understand how Fizeau drag leads to isolation, we first take  
into account the relativistic addition of velocities when the periph-
ery of the rotating silica resonator is moving towards or away from 
the input/output ports where the light coupling takes place (Fig. 1). 
On the basis of these considerations, we conclude that, in the lab-
oratory frame, the refractive indices associated with the clock-
wise (‘+’) and anticlockwise (‘−’) whispering-gallery modes are 
n± = n[1 ± nv(n−2 − 1)/c], where n is the refractive index of silica, 
c is the speed of light in vacuum, v = RΩ is the tangential velocity  
of the rotating optical cavity and R is the radius of the resonator.  
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Fig. 1 | Experimental setup. Spinning the silica sphere (the resonator)  
results in different refractive indices for the counter-circulating 
whispering-gallery modes of the resonator. a, b, Illustration of the left-
propagating ‘pass’ configuration (a) and the right-propagating ‘block’ 
configuration, where the input light does not match the resonance 
frequency of the cavity  (b). c, The setup enables us to perform 
experiments in which light enters from both ports simultaneously. Solid 
(dashed) arrows represent the path of the transmitted (blocked) light. 

In the blocked path, the light is absorbed in the resonator and does 
not reach the detector. d, A micrograph of our experimental setup; the 
inset shows the calculated transverse field of the optical resonance. 
Optical polarization in our scheme is either parallel or perpendicular to 
the rotation axis of the sphere, compatible with the polarization of the 
transverse electric or the transverse magnetic mode of the sphere. This 
polarization does not affect the performance when we use our polarized 
light source.
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Fig. 2 | Experimentally measured isolation of 99.6%. a, b, Optical 
transmission of light coming simultaneously from the left (red) and right 
(blue) while scanning the laser frequency. The frequency range shown in 
b corresponds to the region shaded green in a, with 0 MHz corresponding 
to the centre of this region. The error bars show the standard deviation. 
c, Experimentally measured isolation (circles) and theoretical fit (line; 
see Methods); the green shading shows the confidence band for the fit. 

The curve peaks at a maximum isolation of 99.6% ± 1.6%. d, The airflow 
near the fibre (arrows represent calculated direction; colour represents 
calculated speed) pushes the taper (empty circle) away from the interface 
of the rotating sphere (grey surface at the bottom). For this experiment, 
the optical wavelength is λ = 1.55 μm, the radius of the resonator is 
R = 4.75 mm and its rotation frequency is Ω = 2π×3,000 rad s−1.
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The difference in resonance frequency between the counter-circulating 
modes is then25

ω ω Ω λ
λ

ηΩ∆ =


 − −



 =nR

c n n
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where ωrest is the optical resonance frequency for a stationary resonator 
and λ is the optical wavelength in vacuum. Scattering between counter- 
circulating modes26 is eliminated in our experiments to prevent 
unwanted reflections (see Methods). In addition, the coupling is set to 
critical4,5 to prevent transmission in the wrong direction. Under these 
conditions, and taking into account the frequency shift from equation 
(2), the rate equations27 for the counter-circulating modes, with field 
amplitudes �a  and �a , are
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where ω is the optical frequency of the input light, t is the real amplitude 
coefficient of transmittance between the fibre and the resonator, τ is 
the circulation time for the mode travelling inside the sphere, →ain (←ain) 
is the optical input from the left (right) and →aout (

←aout) is the optical 
output from the right (left). Accordingly, the optical transmission for 
the opposing directions are
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Equation (4) clearly indicates that the transmission in this rotating 
resonator system is non-reciprocal: the equations are identical, except 
for the sign of η, which facilitates isolation by resonantly absorbing light 
entering from one side, while off-resonantly transmitting the coun-
ter-propagating light. Importantly, the equations in equation (3) are 
uncoupled because →aout is not a function of ←ain and ←aout is not a func-
tion of →ain, which allows crosstalk-free operation while light enters 
simultaneously from both sides.

We measured the spectral transmission as a function of the input 
direction (Fig. 2) and as a function of rotation speed (Fig. 3). In the 
first experiment, we demonstrate that our isolator almost completely 
transmits light coming from one side of the fibre while blocking light 
coming from the other side. As expected from equation (4), tuning 
the laser frequency ω through the counter-circulating resonance fre-
quencies, ωrest − ηΩ and ωrest + ηΩ, reveals oppositely drifted dips in 
transmission in for the two opposing directions (Fig. 2a). The split 
between these counter-circulating modes is larger than their widths, 
which enables light from one side to pass through while the other side 
is blocked (Fig. 2b). Isolation is most challenging when light enters 
from both sides of the isolator at the same time, because the isolator 
might suffer from both imperfect transmission of one beam and backs-
cattering of the other.

To measure the degree of isolation, we subtract the power of light 
in the blocking direction (ideally 0%; red, Fig. 2b) from the power of 
light in the transmitting direction (ideally 100%; blue, Fig. 2b), while 
injecting light to the isolator from both sides (Fig. 1c). As can be seen in 
Fig. 2c, we measure a remarkable 99.6% intra-fibre isolation (Methods), 
despite the challenge of simultaneous two-port input.

In the second experiment, we measure the frequency shift as a func-
tion of the mechanical rotation rate (Fig. 3). Starting from rest (Ω = 0) 
as a control experiment, the counter-circulating modes overlap, owing 
to their expected degeneracy (Fig. 3b). As predicted by equation (2), 

increasing the mechanical rotation frequency Ω results in a linear 
opposing frequency shift of ηΩ (Fig. 3a) for the counter-circulating 
modes.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated optical non-reciproc-
ity experimentally by breaking time-reversal symmetry through 
a mechanically spinning optical resonator. In addition, enabling 
intra-fibre isolation could be beneficial for applications such as fibre-
linked quantum photon routings22. We believe that our work can be 
extended to spinning microphotonics, with similar nanometre-scale 
flying heights. When approaching couple–resonator separations of 
300 fm28 (a regime related to femtotechnology), repulsive van der 
Waals forces are predicted to start acting against the large Casimir 
attraction28. Being highly convex, spheres might be ideal for test-
ing exceptionally small separation distances, near the boundary 
between the compliant surfaces. Furthermore, with the availability 
of quadrant photodiodes for highly accurate measurements in opti-
cal tweezers, tweezed counter-rotating spheres, one flying the other, 
might allow tests of gravity at distances shorter than what the current 
state-of-the-art permits. Although challenging, miniaturization and 
faster spinning of our resonators might be possible with continual 
technological improvements in the rotation29 and manipulation30 of 
spherical dielectrics.

Online content
Any Methods, including any statements of data availability and Nature Research 
reporting summaries, along with any additional references and Source Data files, 
are available in the online version of the paper at https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-
018-0245-5.
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Fig. 3 | The Fizeau shift. a, The Fizeau shift is evident from the split 
between the counter-circulating resonances as a function of the rotation 
speed of the resonator. Circles describe exprimental results and solid 
lines represent linear fits. b, c, Transmission spectrum in a control 
experiment while the resonator is at rest (b; corresponding to the green 
shaded point in a) and while the resonator is spinning at 6.6 kHz (c; purple 
shaded point in a). The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 1. The radius of 
the sphere is R = 1.1 mm. Red (blue) data points are for transmission of light 
coming from the right (left). The error bars are one standard deviation.
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MEthods
Backscattering and bandwidth. Our resonators have a relatively low optical qual-
ity factor (Q < 106), which results in a larger operation bandwidth and reduces 
unwanted backscattering.
Bandwidth. Low-Q resonators have broader resonance full-width at half-maxima 
and therefore improved bandwidth.
Backscattering. Backscattering typically appears in resonators with Q ≈ 108, where 
absorption is reduced but scattering is still large. In such ultrahigh-Q resonators, 
frozen thermal capillary waves on the resonator solid-phase boundaries are cre-
ated during reflow and scatter light later. Because our quality factor is relatively 
low (Q < 106) and probably governed by absorption rather than scattering, we 
did not observe any traces of backscattering in the spectrum of our rotating- 
resonator isolator (Fig. 2a, b). On the basis of the rotating-resonator isolation 
ratio (Fig. 2c), we conclude that imperfections in isolator performance, including 
those resulting from potential backscattering, are relevant to less than 0.2% of the 
input power. Although we do not exclude the possibility of backscattering effects 
in rotating-resonator isolators, in particular when the surface is rough, we did not 
observe such backscattering in our experiment.
Fabrication. We rotate a silica cylinder while its end is heated with a hydrogen–
oxygen flame to reflow into a spherical shape. We did not attempt to increase the 
optical quality factor because it could have reduced the operation bandwidth of 
our isolator. For this reason, we use industrial-grade (rather than ultra-pure) gases 
for our flame.
Measuring and calculating isolation. Here we define isolation as the left-propa-
gating (pass) transmission less the right-propagating (block) transmission. For the 
experimental results (black circles, Fig. 2c), the transmissions subtracted are those 
measured experimentally (Fig. 2a). For the theoretical fit (solid line, Fig. 2c), the 
subtracted transmissions are those revealed from fitting the experimental results 
(Fig. 2a) to equation (4).
The flying height. We observe experimentally that the taper does not touch the 
rotating resonator even if pushed towards it. Indications that the taper veers away 
from the spinning resonator when pushed towards it include our experimental 
observation that there is no wear of the taper or sphere, even after long periods 
of operation, and the fact that the taper does not stick to the rotating resonator, 
even when pushed towards it. By contrast, in a control experiment in which the 
sphere is stationary, the taper does stick to the sphere, through van der Waals 
forces, and needs to be pulled back to break the connection. Using a microscope, 
we then see micrometre-scale craters on the surfaces of the taper and the sphere, 
where contact was established. No such adhesion or abrasion is observed for the 
rotating-resonator case.

Fluid-film lubrication31 between surfaces provides a simple way to achieve the 
desired motion of a machine element with minimal friction and no wear. Such 
bearings have been studied for almost a century and found to be robust. In more 
detail, liquid- and gas-film21 lubrication have been studied for applications such as 
sand-proof bearings in marine vessels, dating back to 193232, and have enabled fly-
ing heights of less than 10 nm in recently demonstrated helium-filled hard drives. 
Although such fliers are generally stable, modelling of them should consider effects 
such as lubricant compressibility and intermolecular forces.

Reynolds equation has previously been solved33 with boundary conditions of 
a foil wrapping a rotating cylinder. Using similar methods, but with some mod-
ification31, the gap between the surface of the rotating cylinder and the foil was 
calculated to be

μΩ
= .



 ′





/
/

h R
t

0 643 6 (5)5 3
2 3

where t' is the tension of the foil per unit width, R and Ω are the radius and 
angular velocity of the cylinder and μ is the viscosity of the fluid. In our case, the 
curvature of the sphere along the polar direction is so small compared with the 
width of the film-lubricated region of interest that it thins by only 1 Å by the end 
of this region. For this reason, we can estimate our rotating sphere using equa-
tion (5), even though it was originally developed for a rotating cylinder. Because 
equation (5) deals with flat foil, whereas our flyer is a wire, we break the circular 
cross-section of our wire into a set of infinitesimal flat stairs. We integrate the 
tension over these stairs to get the total tension T as a function of the minimum 
taper–sphere separation h (see equation (1)). Under typical operation at a fibre 
tensile stress near 3 GPa24, equation (1) (with some corrections explained below) 
yields h = 38.2 nm for the sphere with R = 1.1 mm (Fig. 3) and h = 320 nm for the 
sphere with R = 4.75 mm (Fig. 2).

We now check the various assumptions of equation (1).
Intermolecular forces. It has been shown that effects such as Casimir and van der 
Waals forces begin to attract the flyer towards the rotor when the gap between 
them is reduced to less than 10 nm, and to strongly repel them when the gap is 
narrowed further, normally to below 300 fm28. Taking intermolecular forces into 
account28, equation (1) becomes
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where A and B are the Hamaker constants and ħ is the reduced Planck constant. 
As expected, this intermolecular-force correction was found to be negligible in our 
experiment, with a contribution to the tension of less than 1% of the gas-lubricant 
contribution. Nonetheless, we do not exclude the possibility that such intermolec-
ular forces might be relevant in future experiments, for example, when the rotation 
speed is reduced and the optical flyer is closer to the dielectric sphere.
Lubricant compressibility. We considered the effects of lubricant compressibil-
ity, using previously described methods34, and found them to be relevant. In  
more detail, air was calculated to be up to 6.6 times denser at the lubrication  
region, requiring a correction of the constant in equation (1)31 (see Extended Data 
Table 1).
Tapered-fibre stiffness. We calculated the effects of the tapered-fibre stiffness, 
using a previously reported method35, and found that they satisfy a condition that 
demonstrates the validity of equation (1).
Wrap angle. We calculated the effects of wrap angle, using a previously reported 
method36, and found that they introduce a correction of less than 1% in the con-
stant coefficient in equation (1).
Fluid inertia. We calculated the effects of fluid inertia were calculated, using a previ-
ously reported method37, and found that they satisfy a condition that demonstrates 
the validity of equation (1).
Mean free pass. At a certain small scale, we can no longer consider air as a  
continuum and so have to consider the mean free path37 between individual  
air molecules. This issue in the gas-film lubricant is treated here by using the 
Knudsen number, defined by the ratio between the flying height h and the mean 
free pass31.

For the case shown in Fig. 2, the Knudsen number is 0.13—corresponding to 
a regime in which continuous flow can be assumed and equation (1) needs no 
corrections.

For the case shown in Fig. 3, the Knudsen number is 1.4—corresponding 
to a regime in which free molecular flow effects should be taken into account. 
Calculating such flows requires a molecular-based model such as the Fukui–
Kaneko model38. Several other models for molecular gas-film lubrication have 
been reviewed39 to provide an order-of-magnitude variation in results at this 
Knudsen number.
Numerically calculating the field flow. We calculate the airflow near the taper 
numerically using Ansys–Fluent software (https://www.ansys.com), assuming 
compressible flow.
Data availability. The data that support the findings of this study are available 
from the corresponding author on reasonable request.
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Extended data table 1 | Effects of lubricant compressibility

Case Lubricant 
compressibility
[-]

Compressibility 
reduces the constant 
in equation (1) by

Flying height 
[nm]

Figure 2 6.6 56% 320

Figure 3 1.4 28% 38.2
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